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Paint Shop Pro 8 Zero to HeroFriends of Ed, 2003
This book is designed to help your progress from a Paint Shop Pro beginner to  a master in the blink of an eye.

Chapter Zero shows you the basics of working with Paint Shop Pro 8—everything  else is up to you. If you already have particular projects in mind, you can skip  ahead to find quick solutions in order to achieve instant...
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Building Database Driven Flash ApplicationsFriends of Ed, 2003
Want to combine Flash programming with Web back-end databases directly,  skipping an intermediate layer of programming? This book will demonstrate how!  The authors explain techniques for utilizing Flash presentation capabilities  with the power of back-end databases, step by step. 

Authors Darin Beard and Noel Jerke also provide...
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Foundation ASP for Dreamweaver 8Friends of Ed, 2006
Do you want to learn about Microsoft's ASP and use it via Dreamweaver 8 to add the power of a database to your website? Use dynamic web forms to exchange data between you and your users? Build complete web applications? This book shows you how to do all that and more. 
 
 Dreamweaver 8 takes a lot of the hard work out of performing tasks...
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AdvancED ActionScript Components: Mastering the Flash Component ArchitectureFriends of Ed, 2006
Macromedia's architecture is like a chest filled with precious jewels, and this book is quite simply the key to open it! One of the most important tools provided with Flash is the Macromedia Component Architecture: a framework of components written in ActionScript 2, based on established design patterns, that provides a wealth of functionality you...
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Object-Oriented ActionScript For Flash 8Friends of Ed, 2006
If there’s one thing I’ve learned as a developer, it’s this: Complexity happens; simplicity, you have to consistently strive for. Nowhere is this truer than in education. Our role as teachers, by definition, is to simplify subjects so that they can be easily understood. A good teacher dispels trepidation with anecdote, abstraction...
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CSS Mastery: Advanced Web Standards SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2006
In our wonderful world of web design, there are 3,647 ways to accomplish the same goal. Approximately. And that absurdly fictitious number is increasing every day. Instead of one, correct way of solving a particular problem, we’re both blessed and cursed by the abundant choices we have as web designers. It’s these choices that make...
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Flash Application Design Solutions: The Flash Usability HandbookFriends of Ed, 2006
Flash Application Design Solutions shows you how to harness the power of ActionScript 2.0 and make the most of the improved design tools of Flash 8 to create usable, intuitive Flash interfaces.
 
 In this book, you'll find a number of concrete Flash usability solutions that use elements such as navigation menus, data filtering, forms,...
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Blog Design SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2006
Blogging has moved rapidly from being a craze to become a core feature of the Internet--from individuals sharing their thoughts with the world via online diaries, through fans talking about their favorite sports teams or music, right up to serious business minds discussing industry futures.
 
 And that includes you, right? If you haven't...
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Flash 8 EssentialsFriends of Ed, 2005
As a creative professional or interactive developer, you'll be amazed at the exciting possibilities presented to you by the new features available in Flash 8; but as a busy designer, we know you won’t have as much time as you'd like to explore these new additions. Never fear—this book wastes no time looking at timeline basics,...
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Foundation XML for FlashFriends of Ed, 2005
XML is a completely platform agnostic data medium. Flash is able to make use of XML data, which is very useful when you are creating Rich Internet Applications – it allows you to populate Flash web interfaces with data from pretty much any source that supports XML as a data medium, be it databases, raw XML files, or more excitingly, .Net...
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Foundation ActionScript Animation: Making Things Move!Friends of Ed, 2005
Sure you can animate using motion tweens, in fact we'll help you do that with our Flash Cartoon Animation book, but isn't there something extra special in making things move with just a few lines of code?

In this book Keith Peters guides us through some basic animation theory and then demystifies the math and physics behind creating...
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DOM Scripting: Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object ModelFriends of Ed, 2005
We know from the success of titles such as Web Standards Solutions, Cascading Style Sheets: Separating Content from Presentation, and the Web Designer's Reference that web designers are increasingly concerned with making sites that don't just look pretty, but are also built using current best practices.
 
 There are three main...
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